Infusing the Fragrance and Colour of Advent
Spirit Conceiving
Out of Love’s infinite glory, may Love give you the power through the Spirit for your hidden self to grow strong,
so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith.
And then being rooted and grounded in love,
you will have power, together with all the saints, to comprehend
the length and width and height and depth of the love of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses knowledge,
that you may be filled with all the fullness of God.…
Ephesians 3:15-19.



Filled with desire, we come as a communion of hearts. Heart in heart, we centre in the ground of our heart, into the
loving, infusing, of the Spirit within us and amongst us. We come, one with each other and with the soul of the earth
holding the beauty and the anguish of creation, in this point de temps of the crisis of climate emergency, in the wake of
the climate summit in Glasgow. We feel the tears of creation groaning in the one act of giving birth. We hold our heartache, our lament, our desire to find new ways of oneing humankind and the earth.



Ever attentive to the heart-ache of the planet, we seek to embrace our fragility, to compassionately hold our shame, to
seek the ever-fertile, creative flow of Spirit pouring out love to the length and width and height and depth of the universe,
and beyond, drenching, soaking us in this oneing energy field of mutual indwelling.



Enraptured by the loving, we sense this Ruah, Spiritus, Spirit, eternal feminine, deep wisdom of Christ, infuse a fragrance,
instilling an unquenchable yearning for union, and arousing a desire for creative communion. We breathe in harmony as
she breathes, inspiring and expiring, infusing every particle of being with illuminating light. We inhale her longing for us to
conceive, to be filled and overflow with Love’s fullness .



We feel Ruah’s stirrings gathering and centering and feel the overflowing fullness of the fountain of light filling us from the
depthless-ness of our heart-womb, dazzling us with the brightness of the Christ being conceived in us, making a home in
us. Sensitively, we infuse into the loving. We feel ourselves being infused into the Christ light, becoming pregnant with
divine light, being filled with the utter fullness of God.



The power of Ruah’s oneing creates a oneing field, a flowing abyss of love conceiving and illuming our hidden selves deep
within the Christ child. We feel the oneing of the marrow of our spirits, the oneing of our heart beats, loving us into life in
Christ.



As the silence and stillness deepens in this luminous conceiving and oneing, we realize that our heart womb and the heartwomb of earth indwells the divine heart womb, the Kolpon, the infinite hollow of spacious fertility. We expand in our
capacity to be pregnant with the divine fetus, to feel the radiance, the awe, the wonder as we become more and more
absorbed in Love’s oneing.



We are present in the presencing, cherishing the loving of the Spirit conceiving and mingling, teaching us how to remain,
abide, make a home, repose within this fetus of Christ light and be ever attentive to this illumination.



Melodiously, we release this loving, oneing fertility of the Spirit conceiving, out into the world, connecting within our
communal soul and the soul of the earth, strengthening our original human-earth oneness.
Blessings of love, Dr Kerrie Hide

